
Product Introduction 
EF—6630 LCD FM transmitter, a high quality product that adopted 

advanced PLL technology, stable frequency, crisp sound, has 200 

transmitting channel. 

Unique streamline appearance, smart, user-friendly. When you travel 

outside or stay at home with it, beautiful music will always surround you, 

with royal enjoyment. 

Function Introduction 

1、 Searching-channel Function, The button UP and DOWN, searching 

and fixing available transmitting channel between 88.1~107.9MHZ; 

2、 E-switch Function, with delayed function of starting or shutting after 

a second.  

3、 Lighting-indication Function, the LED will shut off automatically 

after a few seconds to save energy. 

4、 Not need battery and car power, operate power from Ipode) 

5、 Memory Function, when restarting, the unit can memorize your 

last channel used before. 

Technical Parameter 

1、 Working Conditions： 

Environment Temperature：-10~+60℃， 

2、Major technical Specs： 

Working Voltage：3V； 

Working Current：50mA±5mA； 

Working Channel：88.1~107.9M or 76~90M  

Receiving Distance：About 5 meters 

Installation Instruction and Caution 

1、 Avoid high temperature, humidity and dust, and avoid using 

chemical solution to clean the unit, please clean it with soft-wet 
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wipe. 

Operation Instruction： 

1、 connect to its DC jack into ipod jack. 

2、 Insert the audio connector into the audio output or earphone jack of 

MP3、CD、MD、IPOD player. 

3、 Play the ipod music to start it. 

4、 Press the searching channel button“↑”or“↓”to search your  favorite 

channel. If you keep on pressing the button, the channel will skip 

fast. 

5、 “88.1 When the channel indicates “88.1  MHZ”, if you press the 

button “↓”,it will  skip to“107.9MHZ”.but the channel will not be 

stable untill a few seconds, and vice versa.  

6、 When you fix a channel, turn on your MP3、CD、MD、IPOD player, 

and then tune your radio channel to match the channel of the 

unit, you will hear the music played from your player. 
7、 If you hear noisy or unclear sound from radio, please switch the 

channel to another one, which had better is not occupied by the local 

station. 




